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Abstract
A new iterative numerical scheme for a solution of the single Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation (i.e., that the
magnetic 5eld is given) is proposed. The approach uses the 5xed point technique for handling the nonlinearities
at each time step. The second order of convergence in the time is proved and also con5rmed by an example
with an exact solution.
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1. Introduction
A ferromagnetic material , with a temperature lower than Curie’s temperature (depending on the
material), breaks up into small uniformly magnetized regions (Wei> domains) separated by transition
layers (Bloch walls)—see [23,14,15]. The magnetization M on a microscopic scale has a prescribed
modulus |M |=M and variable orientation. The evolution is governed by the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert
(LLG) equation
9tM =
||
1 + 2
(
HT(H ;M)×M +  M|M | × (HT(H ;M)×M)
)
; (1)
where  is the damping coeEcient and  is the gyromagnetic factor. The vector HT(H ;M) represents
the total magnetic 5eld in the ferromagnet
HT(H ;M) =H + KPM : (2)
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The magnetic 5eld H should include the exchange 5eld Hex, the magnetostrictive part Hm and a
component coming from Maxwell’s equations. In some situations one can assume that H is given.
In our paper we study such a simpli5ed case, i.e., throughout the rest of the paper we assume that
H is a suEciently smooth given vector 5eld. For a more complete discussion of the model see, e.g.,
[1,6,7,21,22].
K is a material constant. We discuss the case of a ferromagnetic crystal with one distinguished
axis, which is the axis of the easiest magnetization represented by a unit vector p, |p| = 1. The
symbol PM denotes the projection of M on p, i.e.,
PM = (p ·M)p: (3)
The 5rst term on the right-hand side of (1) causes a precession of M around HT(H ;M) and it
is not dissipative, while the second term is dissipative. The length of M remains constant in time,
which can be easily proved by a scalar multiplication of (1) by M , followed by a time integration
over (0; t), i.e.,
|M(t)|= |M(0)|: (4)
We assume that the 5elds H and M are speci5ed at time t=0, i.e., H(0)=H0 and M(0)=M0.
The single LLG equation has been intensively studied by many authors, e.g., [3–5,24]. The
one-dimensional Maxwell–LLG problem has been considered, for example in [8,11,12].
The Maxwell–LLG system has been discussed by Joly and Vacus [13], Joly et al. [9,10]. It is
shown there how a certain class of 5nite element methods can be used to approximate the Maxwell–
LLG equations while preserving energy decay and the modulus of magnetization M . Monk and
Vacus [16] derived the error estimates for the space discretization assuming a suEciently smooth
electromagnetic 5eld. For the time discretization a 5nite diLerence scheme was used. The stability
of the method was proved, but no error estimates have been established.
Monk and Vacus [17] proposed a family of mass-lumped 5nite element schemes for the Maxwell–
LLG problem and they proved the existence of a class of Liapunov functions for the continuous
problem. Additional references can be found in Prohl [18].
We suggest a new numerical algorithm (11) for computations of the LLG equation. In fact, we
use relaxation iterations at each time point of a time partitioning. The basis for the development of
(11) was a noniterative algorithm (5), which was introduced in [19,20]. We prove the convergence
of iterations at each time step using a 5xed point argument, see Lemma 2. In practice, the relaxation
process stops when a given tolerance is achieved. We derive the error estimates for our scheme in
Theorem 4 taking into account the stopping criterion. At the end we present a numerical example with
a known solution, by which we con5rm the theoretical results from Theorem 4, i.e., the second-order
convergence rate. Let us note that our algorithm conserves the modulus of M , which is a very
important feature from the physical point of view.
Throughout the rest of the paper C denotes a generic positive constant (i.e., it can diLer from
place to place) independent of the time step  and the relaxation parameter k.
2. Approximation scheme
For ease of exposition we put =K =1 and =2 in the theoretical part of the paper, but not in
the numerical one.
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Let us divide the time interval [0; T ] into n equidistant subintervals [ti−1; ti] for ti = i, where
= T=n for any n∈N. We introduce the following notation zi = z(ti) for any function z.
2.1. Linear approximation scheme
The following recurrent linear approximation scheme for i = 1; : : : ; n has been introduced in [19]
(for full Maxwell’s equations) and in [20] (for quasi-static Maxwell’s equations):
Algorithm 1.
(1) Start from hi−1 and mi−1 taking into account h0 =H0 and m0 =M0.
(2) Solve the linear ordinary di8erential equation (ODE) with an unknown m(t) on the subinterval
[ti−1; ti]
9tm = [hi−1 + Pmi−1]×m + m|mi−1| × ([hi−1 + Pmi−1]×mi−1): (5)
(3) Set mi := m(ti).
(4) Get hi from the backward Euler scheme for Maxwell’s equations.
The diLerence between [19] and [20] is in the way of how to get hi.
One can easily see that (5) preserves the modulus of m. We recall that (5) admits a unique
solution, which follows from the following lemma for u0 = mi−1 and a = hi−1 + Pmi−1 − [hi−1 +
Pmi−1]×mi−1=|mi−1|.
Lemma 1. Let a and u0 be any vectors in R3. Then the unique solution of
9tu(t) = a × u(t) t ¿ 0;
u(0) = u0 (6)
is given by
u(t) = eat × u0 = u‖0 + u⊥0 cos(|a|t) +
a
|a| × u
⊥
0 sin(|a|t);
where u0 = u⊥0 + u
‖
0 , u
‖
0 is parallel to a, and u
⊥
0 is perpendicular to a. Moreover, the vector >eld
u(t) preserves its modulus, i.e., |u(t)|= |u0| for any time t ¿ 0.
Proof. The assertion of Lemma 1 can be veri5ed by diLerentiation.
The following error estimate has been proved in [19,20]
max
t∈[0;T ]
‖M(t)−mn(t)‖2 +
∫ T
0
‖9tM − 9tmn‖26C; (7)
for the vector 5eld mn de5ned as
mn(t) =m(t) for t ∈ [ti−1; ti]
and for all i = 1; : : : ; n. The crucial assumption was H ∈L∞((0; T )× ), which implies the global
Lipschitz continuity of the right-hand side in (1) (see [16, Lemma 2.2]).
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2.2. Iteration scheme
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that
H ∈C2([0; T ]);
0 = |M0|¡C: (8)
One can easily deduce from (1) and (2) that
|M(t)|6C;
|9tM |6C
(
1 + max
[0;T ]
|H |
)
6C;
|9ttM |6C
(
1 + max
[0;T ]
|H |+ |9tH |
)
6C: (9)
Consider any suEciently smooth function f on [a; b]. Let Qf be de5ned as a quadrature operator
on [a; b] satisfying∫ b
a
f = (b− a)Qf + O((b− a)3):
Simplest examples are (which are also considered in the proofs)
• Qf = f((a+ b)=2),
• Qf = (f(a) + f(b))=2.
Thus, in both cases we have for any i = 1; : : : ; n
max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|f − Qif|6C;
∣∣∣∣
∫ ti
ti−1
(f − Qif)
∣∣∣∣6C3; (10)
where Qif is the quadrature operator on [ti−1; ti] and f∈C2([0; T ]).
The approximate solution mi; k ≈ M on [ti−1; ti] is obtained in an iteration process with respect
to the relaxation parameter k. The linearized scheme for a 5xed i∈{1; : : : ; n} and running k =
1; : : : ; ki;max reads as
9tmi; k = (QiH + QiPmi; k−1)×mi; k + m
i; k
|mi; k | × [(QiH + QiPm
i; k−1)× Qimi; k−1] (11)
for (t ∈ [ti−1; ti])
mi;0(t) =mi−1; ki−1;max (t);
m0; k(t) =M0;
mi; k(ti−1) =mi−1; ki−1;max (ti−1): (12)
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The iteration process stops when the following condition is satis5ed:
|mi; k(ti)−mi; k−1(ti)|6  (13)
for a given , which will be speci5ed later.
A short inspection of (11) and (12) gives
|mi; k(t)|= |mi; k(ti−1)|= |mi−1; ki−1;max (ti−1)|= · · · = |M0|6C;
|9tmi; k |6C
(
1 + max
[0;T ]
|H |
)
6C;
|9ttmi; k |6C
(
1 + max
[0;T ]
|H |
)
|9tmi; k |6C: (14)
2.3. Auxiliary problem
Let us consider the following temporary nonlinear problem for t ∈ [ti−1; ti]:
9tui = (QiH + QiPui)× ui + u
i
|ui| × [(QiH + QiPu
i)× Qiui];
ui(ti−1) =mi−1; ki−1;max (ti−1): (15)
One can easily deduce that
|ui(t)|= |ui(ti−1)|= |mi−1; ki−1;max (ti−1)|= |M0|6C;
|9tui|6C
(
1 + max
[0;T ]
|H |
)
6C;
|9ttui|6C
(
1 + max
[0;T ]
|H |
)
|9tui|6C: (16)
We will show that limk→∞mi; k = ui(=mi;∞), more exactly, we establish the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (Contraction). There exist 0¿ 0 and 0¡q= q(0)¡ 1 such that
max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|mi; k − ui|6 q max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|mi; k−1 − ui|
holds for any k, any i and any ¡0.
Proof. First, we denote
ai; k = QiH + QiPmi; k − (QiH + QiPmi; k)× Qim
i; k
|M0| ;
ai = QiH + QiPui − (QiH + QiPui)× Qiu
i
|M0| :
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Therefore, we have for the diLerence
ai; k−1 − ai =QiP(mi; k−1 − ui) + (QiH + QiPui)× Qi(u
i −mi; k−1)
|M0|
−QiP(mi; k−1 − ui)× Qim
i; k−1
|M0| :
Using the triangle inequality and the de5nition of Qi we deduce
|ai; k−1 − ai|6 |QiP(ui −mi; k−1)|+ |Qi(H + Pui)| |Qi(u
i −mi; k−1)|
|M0| + |QiP(m
i; k−1 − ui)|
6C max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|ui −mi; k−1|;
which implies
max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|ai; k−1 − ai|6C max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|ui −mi; k−1|: (17)
Using (11) and (15) and applying the new notation we can write for t ∈ [ti−1; ti]
9t(mi; k − ui) = ai; k−1 × (mi; k − ui) + (ai; k−1 − ai)× ui ;
(mi; k − ui)(ti−1) = 0:
The semigroup theory gives
(mi; k − ui)(t) =
∫ t
ti−1
ea
i; k−1(t−s) × [(ai; k−1 − ai(s))× ui(s)] ds:
Hence, for the absolute value we deduce
|(mi; k − ui)(t)|6
∫ t
ti−1
|eai; k−1(t−s) × [(ai; k−1 − ai(s))× ui(s)]| ds
=
∫ t
ti−1
|(ai; k−1 − ai(s))× ui(s)| ds
6C max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|ai; k−1 − ai|:
This together with (17) yields
|(mi; k − ui)(t)|6C max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|ui −mi; k−1|
and
max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|mi; k − ui|6C max
[ti−1 ; ti]
|ui −mi; k−1|:
Hence, for ¡0 we conclude the proof.
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The vector 5eld ui is continuous in [ti−1; ti], but there are discontinuities between ui and ui+1
ui(ti) = ui+1(ti)
‖ ‖
mi;∞(ti) = mi; ki;max (ti):
According to Lemma 2 and (13) we successively deduce
|mi; ki;max (ti)− ui(ti)|6 |mi; ki;max (ti)−mi; ki;max+1(ti)|+ |mi; ki;max+1(ti)− ui(ti)|
6  + q|mi; ki;max (ti)− ui(ti)|;
which implies
|ui+1(ti)− ui(ti)|= |mi; ki;max (ti)− ui(ti)|6 

1− q 6C
: (18)
This estimate will keep the discontinuity between ui+1(ti) and ui(ti) under control.
3. Error estimates
Let us denote by a the following expression:
a =H + PM − (H + PM)× M|M | :
Then, using (1) and (15) and the new notation we obtain on [ti−1; ti]
9t(M − ui) = ai × (M − ui) + (a − ai)×M ; (19)
where ai was introduced in the proof of Lemma 2. We apply the semigroup theory and get
(M − ui)(t) = eai(t−ti−1) × (M − ui)(ti−1) +
∫ t
ti−1
ea
i(t−s) × [(a − ai)×M ](s) ds: (20)
Now, we are in a position to derive the error estimates for M − ui.
Theorem 3. Assume (8) and  = 3. Then there exist positive constants C and 0 such that
|(M − ui)(ti)|6C2
holds for any 16 i6 n and any 0¡¡0.
Proof. We use (20) for t = ti and we apply the integration by parts formula to the integral term.
We get
(M − ui)(ti) = eai × (M − ui)(ti−1) +
∫ ti
ti−1
(a − ai)×M
+
∫ ti
ti−1
ai ×
[
ea
i(ti−s) ×
∫ s
ti−1
(a()− ai)×M() d
]
ds
=A1 + A2 + A3: (21)
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For the 5rst term we have
|A1|= |(M − ui)(ti−1)|: (22)
The second term can be written as
A2 =
∫ ti
ti−1
(a − ai)×M
=
∫ ti
ti−1
[a ×M − Qi(a ×M)] +
∫ ti
ti−1
(Qia − ai)× QiM
+
∫ ti
ti−1
ai × (QiM −M) +
∫ ti
ti−1
[Qi(a ×M)− Qia × QiM ]
=A21 + A22 + A23 + A24: (23)
According to the properties of the quadrature operator Qi—see (10)—we deduce
|A21|6C3;
|A23|=
∣∣∣∣ai ×
∫ ti
ti−1
(QiM −M)
∣∣∣∣6C3: (24)
In the case when Qif=f((ti−1 + ti)=2), we have A24 = 0. For the second event Qif=(f(ti−1)+
f(ti))=2, we have
Qi(a ×M) = Qia × QiM + a(ti−1)− a(ti)2 ×
M(ti−1)−M(ti)
2
:
Hence, we deduce
|A24|6
∫ ti
ti−1
|Qi(a ×M)− Qia × QiM |
6C
∫ ti
ti−1
∫ ti
ti−1
|9ta|
∫ ti
ti−1
|9tM |
6C3: (25)
We rewrite a − ai into a diLerent form
a − ai =H − QiH − QiPui + PM − (H − QiH − QiPui + PM)× M|M0|
− (QiH + QiPui)× M − Qiu
i
|M0| :
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For the absolute value we successively deduce
|a − ai|6C(|H − QiH |+ |PM − QiPM |+ |QiPM − QiPui|
+|M − QiM |+ |QiM − Qiui|)6C(+ |QiM − Qiui|)
6C
(
+ |(M − ui)(ti−1)|+
∫ ti
ti−1
|9t(M − ui)|
)
6C(+ |(M − ui)(ti−1)|): (26)
Using (19) and (26) we obtain
|9t(M − ui)|6C(+ |M − ui|+ |(M − ui)(ti−1)|)
6C(+ |(M − ui)(ti−1)|): (27)
If w(t) and v(t) are any vector 5elds with bounded derivatives with respect to the time variable,
then
Qi(w× v)− Qiw× Qiv= O(2):
Therefore, in virtue of the de5nition of ai we can write
ai − Qia = Qi(Pui − PM) + Qi
[
(PM − Pui)× M|M0| + (H + Pu
i)× M − u
i
|M0|
]
+ O(2)
and for the absolute value we get
|ai − Qia|6C|Qi(M − ui)|+ C2:
According to this inequality and (27) we deduce for A22 the following:
|A22|6C
∫ ti
ti−1
|Qi(a − ai)|
6C
∫ ti
ti−1
|Qi(M − ui)|+ C3
6C
(
|(M − ui)(ti−1)|+
∫ ti
ti−1
|9t(M − ui)|
)
+ C3
6C(3 + |(M − ui)(ti−1)|): (28)
Finally, we have to estimate the term A3. We use relation (26) and obtain
|A3|6C
∫ ti
ti−1
∫ s
ti−1
|a − ai|6C(3 + 2|(M − ui)(ti−1)|): (29)
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Collecting (21)–(25), (28), (29) and applying (18) we arrive at the recursion formula
|(M − ui)(ti)|6C3 + (1 + C)|(M − ui)(ti−1)|
6C3 + (1 + C)|(M − ui−1)(ti−1)|+ C|(ui − ui−1)(ti−1)|
6C3 + (1 + C)|(M − ui−1)(ti−1)|:
This implies
|(M − ui)(ti)|6C3
i−1∑
j=0
(1 + C)j6C2;
which concludes the proof.
The following theorem shows the main result of this paper.
Theorem 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 be ful>lled. Then there exist positive constants C
and 0 such that
(i) |(M −mi; ki;max)(ti)|6C2,
(ii) |(M −mi; ki;max)(t)|6C2, t ∈ [0; T ]
hold for any 16 i6 n and any 0¡¡0.
Proof. (i) The assertion is a consequence of the triangle inequality, Theorem 3 and (18).
(ii) We subtract (11) from (1) and get
9t(M −mi; ki;max) = ai; ki;max × (M −mi; ki;max) + (a − ai; ki;max)×M ; (30)
where ai; ki;max was introduced in the proof of Lemma 2. We rewrite a − ai; k into a diLerent form
a − ai; ki;max =H − QiH − QiPmi; ki;max + PM
− (H − QiH − QiPmi; ki;max + PM)× M|M0|
− (QiH + QiPmi; ki;max)× M − Qim
i; ki;max
|M0| :
For the absolute value we successively deduce
|a − ai; ki;max |6C(|H − QiH |+ |PM − QiPM |+ |QiPM − QiPmi; ki;max |
+ |M − QiM |+ |QiM − Qimi; ki;max |)
6C(+ |QiM − Qimi; ki;max |)
6C(+ |(M −mi; ki;max)(ti−1)|) + C
∫ ti
ti−1
|9t(M −mi; ki;max)|
6C(+ |(M −mi; ki;max)(ti−1)|): (31)
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Using (30) and (31) we obtain
|9t(M −mi; ki;max)|6C|M −mi; ki;max |+ C(+ |(M −mi; ki;max)(ti−1)|)
6C(+ |(M −mi; ki;max)(ti−1)|): (32)
Finally, we apply the triangle inequality, (32), Theorem 4(i) and we have for any t ∈ [ti−1; ti]
|(M −mi; ki;max)(t)| =
∣∣∣∣(M −mi; ki;max)(ti−1) +
∫ t
ti−1
9t(M −mi; ki;max)
∣∣∣∣
6 |(M −mi; ki;max)(ti−1)|+
∫ ti
ti−1
|9t(M −mi; ki;max)|
6C2;
which concludes the proof.
4. Numerical experiment
In this section we demonstrate by an example with an exact solution that the iteration scheme
(11) really has a second-order convergence rate. The results will be compared to the results obtained
by Joly and Vacus [13]. Scheme (5) without iterations (which gave a theoretical background for
the development of (11)) is convergent only of 5rst order, however, the theoretical results (for
Maxwell–LLG system) up to now con5rm only the suboptimal rate O(1=2), cf. (7).
4.1. Exact solution of LLG equation
We consider the following equation:
Mt =− 11 + 2 M ×HeL −

1 + 2
M × (M ×HeL ); (33)
where HeL =Ha +HM+HAN. The applied 5eld Ha is a given spatially uniform function in time and
the other terms represent the magneto-static and anisotropy 5elds, respectively. For numerical tests
we have used an exact analytical solution introduced in [2], which was derived for nonconducting
ferromagnetic bodies with a symmetry axis. Rotational symmetry leads to the following conditions:
(i) The shape of the body , is spheroidal with a symmetry axis along z.
(ii) The dissipative parameter  is a positively de5ned function of HeL , in our case constant, and
M =(mx; my; mz) is invariant with respect to rotations of the reference frame around the z-axis.
(iii) Crystal anisotropy is uniaxial with respect to the z-axis, i.e., HAN = (2K1="0M 2s )mzez (ez is the
unit vector along z).
(iv) The external 5eld is of the form Ha =Ha⊥(t)+ hazez. The component hazez is constant in time,
whereas Ha⊥(t) is a circularly rotated component with an angular frequency ! and a constant
amplitude ha⊥ perpendicular to the z-axis.
We consider the case with a demagnetizing term of the form HM =N⊥M⊥−Nzmzez, where Nz and
N⊥ represent the z-axis and its perpendicular demagnetizing factors, respectively.
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Therefore, the eLective 5eld takes the form
HeL =Ha⊥(t) + (haz + &eLmz)ez; (34)
where &eL = 2K1="0M 2s + N⊥ − Nz.
Because of the rotational symmetry it is much simpler to rewrite the equations in the terms of
spherical coordinates. We introduce spherical coordinates with respect to the rotated applied 5eld
Ha in such a way that this 5eld remains constant. Let us denote by ' the lag of M⊥ with respect
to Ha⊥ and by ( the angle between M and the z-axis. Thus, we are looking for M in the form
mx = sin ( cos(!t − '), my = sin ( sin(!t − '), mz = cos (. Eq. (33) attains the following form in
terms of ((; '):
9t(−  sin ( 9t'= &eL [b⊥ sin'− B sin (];
9t(+ sin ( 9t'= &eL [b⊥ cos ( cos'− (bz + cos () sin (]; (35)
where bz = (haz − !)=&eL , b⊥ = ha⊥=&eL and B= !=&eL . We set the values in such a way that
bz = mz(v− 1);
|b⊥|= B sin (sin';
where v= B cot'.
Following the motivation in [2] it is easy to see, that the right-hand sides of (35) are equal to
zero and the functions ' and ( are constant. Thus, also the left-hand sides of (35) vanish and the
equations are ful5lled.
4.2. Numerical implementation
We have 5xed the parameters in the following order:
(1) arbitrary values of angles (, ' and variables B, &eL and !,
(2) bz = (B cot'− 1) cos ( and b⊥ = |B sin ((sin')−1|,
(3) haz = bz&eL + !, ha⊥ = &eLb⊥ and = B&eL!−1.
Thus, we arrived at (33), where HeL takes the form
HeL = ha⊥ cos(!t)ex + ha⊥ sin(!t)ey + (haz + &eLmz)ez (36)
with the exact analytical solution
M = sin ( cos(!t − ')ex + sin ( sin(!t − ')ey + cos (ez: (37)
In the calculations we have used the values: T =2+, (= +=3, '= +=4, B=1, !=1:1, &eL = 1. The
quadrature operator Q was chosen as Qf = (f(a) + f(b))=2 on any interval [a; b].
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Table 1
Iteration scheme (11): Discrete error ‖M −mi; kmax‖L1([0;T ]) for various values of kmax
10(2+)−1 kmax = 1 kmax = 2 kmax = 3 kmax = 4
20 1.8E–01 2.0E–02 3.8E–02 3.1E–02
2−1 4.6E–02 3.0E–03 8.2E–03 7.6E–03
2−2 1.1E–02 1.3E–03 1.9E–03 1.9E–03
2−3 2.6E–03 4.0E–04 4.7E–04 4.7E–04
2−4 6.5E–04 1.1E–04 1.2E–04 1.2E–04
2−5 1.6E–04 2.8E–05 2.9E–05 2.9E–05
2−6 4.0E–05 7.2E–06 7.4E–06 7.4E–06
2−7 9.9E–06 1.8E–06 1.8E–06 1.8E–06
2−8 2.5E–06 4.6E–07 4.6E–07 4.6E–07
2−9 6.2E–07 1.1E–07 1.1E–07 1.1E–07
2−10 1.5E–07 2.9E–08 2.9E–08 2.9E–08
2−11 3.9E–08 7.2E–09 7.2E–09 7.2E–09
2−12 9.7E–09 1.8E–09 1.8E–09 1.8E–09
2−13 2.4E–09 4.5E–10 4.5E–10 4.5E–10
2−14 6.0E–10 1.1E–10 1.1E–10 1.1E–10
Table 2
Scheme (5): Discrete error ‖M −mn‖L1([0;T ])
 ‖M −mn‖L1([0;T ])
20 3.7E–01
2−1 2.3E–01
2−2 1.3E–01
2−3 6.5E–02
2−4 3.3E–02
2−5 1.7E–02
2−6 8.5E–03
2−7 4.2E–03
2−8 2.1E–03
2−9 1.1E–03
2−10 5.3E–04
2−11 2.7E–04
2−12 1.3E–04
2−13 6.7E–05
2−14 3.3E–05
We have performed computations for our scheme (11) for a given number of iterations kmax at
each time step ti. The results for ‖M − mi; kmax‖L1([0;T ]) are shown in Table 1. Then, we have used
Algorithm (5) for a comparison, see Table 2.
As a test we compute the same problem using the scheme introduced in [13]. The authors solved
mixed Maxwell–LLG problem. However, we use the time discretization which was suggested for
LLG equation only. For more details see [13, formula (132)]. The important feature of this scheme
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Table 3
Scheme of Joly and Vacus: Discrete error ‖M −mn‖L1([0;T ])
 ‖M −mn‖L1([0;T ])
20 2.5E–01
2−1 1.2E–01
2−2 5.9E–02
2−3 3.0E–02
2−4 1.5E–02
2−5 7.4E–03
2−6 3.7E–03
2−7 1.9E–03
2−8 9.3E–04
2−9 4.6E–04
2−10 2.3E–04
2−11 1.1E–04
2−12 5.8E–05
2−13 3.0E–05
2−14 1.8E–05
Fig. 1. Errors for various schemes.
is that the length of approximations of M is conserved on every time step and the approximations
can be computed exactly. The numerical results for this scheme are shown in Table 3.
The summary of all computations are depicted in Fig. 1. We see that (5) has a 5rst-order conver-
gence rate as well as the scheme of Joly and Vacus, while (11) is convergent of second order. It is
interesting for the applications, that the optimal results of scheme (11) are obtained for kmax =2. Let
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us note that the length of M is conserved by computations, which is an important feature especially
for engineers.
Further, we have performed computational tests with the stopping criterion (13) for  = 3. They
showed that this condition was ful5lled for ki;max = 2 for all time points of the time partitioning and
we also obtained the second-order convergence rate.
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